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Application and Reconciliation
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Avoiding Profit Leakage:
How Robotic Process
Automation and Machine
Learning Help Amazon
Vendors Manage Cash Flow

When vendors ship products through Amazon’s
marketplace, the e-commerce epicenter of the
world and receive payment, they must sift through
an ocean of complexities, mandates and layered
regulations.
Faced with a series of financial mazes and tiered
guidelines, online product vendors struggle to track
line items, remittances, and invoices accurately
while processing the volumes of data. In addition,
the need to locate and repair overbillings and
missed deductions add another round of steps
needed to produce a balanced account sheet.
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Studies show this challenge puts vendors at risk
of losing $5,000 for every $100,000 generated
through Amazon. Most accounting software
packages are not equipped for such a Herculean
task as presented by Amazon’s Vendor Central:
accounting errors go undetected, profit leakage
unchecked and overbillings continue. Just as
significant, the opportunity to dispute Amazon’s
complex accounting system remains a near
impossibility.
Amazon is a layered mosaic of complex data
streams, opaque rules and blurry agreements. The
simple fact is most vendors lack the capacity or
advanced technology necessary to accurately
process the volumes of complex data produced by
the gargantuan online marketplace. As a result of
this deficiency, they suffer lost profits.
In addition to the sheer complexity of transactions,
many vendors also lack the knowledge or expertise
to track what specific line items mean on Amazon’s
Vendor Central Portal. They lack the availability of
remittance backup details upfront and experience
an inability to decipher Amazon remittances.
For example, sometimes vendors are billed for
items where they have yet to receive payment
and, as a result, lack needed resources and funds.
This mistiming and inopportune scheduling
put vendors at a financial disadvantage.
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Furthermore, Amazon mandates strict rules
regarding payments, processes and timelines,
which vendors often struggle to keep up with.
These include inflated accounts receivables or
vendors not receiving compensation through
Amazon’s accounting process. Records sometimes
erroneously show “past due” when in reality,
Amazon payments are scheduled 60 days to 90
days from sale. These missteps can lose customers,
generate bad reviews, and even create backlash
with Amazon’s Marketplace.
Online product vendors need an efficient way to
maintain records and manage finances to be
successful, experience growth and ultimately be
profitable.
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) empowers
vendors to maintain oversight and control over
their Vendor Central accounting. RPA allows for
complete financial transparency into possible
overbillings and provides the tools to recoup funds
rapidly. Gone are the days of processing countless
transactions by hand, examining accounts line by
line, a process that consumed time and precious
hours. A fully automated system can process it all
correctly, with no needed oversight, and in a
fraction of the time.
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The

Solution: Cash Application and Reconciliation

Without an automated reconciliation system, a vendor’s bottom line suffers. Automation platforms such
as DimeTyd can help provide more visibility into profit margins, expenses, and cash flow.
DimeTyd’s advanced logic-based online engine, Cash Application and Reconciliation, is an extension of
DimeTyd’s platform and a tool that helps vendors meet all Amazon Marketplace regulations, saves time,
reduces costs, and processes payments on the Amazon Vendor Central portal each day.
Through the new Cash Application and Reconciliation tool, vendors can track remittances by date,
seeing what invoices were paid and how those payments should be applied. In the end, vendors can
upload the data into their ERP, completing the process.
Cash Application and Reconciliation leverages advanced RPA, which culls data from 20 pages of line
items and puts them all into one place, indexes and makes for a much more convenient and straightforward review of accounting activities. The platform then utilizes Machine Learning (ML) on predefined
logic, indicating where a particular line item falls. Through ML, the software can categorize transactions
into sub-ledgers and export as needed. As the Cash Application and Reconciliation platform learns, it
gets faster, more efficient and streamlines the entire process. It can reduce the timing of transactions
from more than 12 hours even less than an hour.
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Amazon vendors now can continue to explore
the latest technology helping to empower fair,
accountable and transparent accounting for the
world of e-commerce. RPA and ML help vendors
achieve this transparency and speed up Vendor
Central payment processing. DimeTyd’s Cash
Application and Reconciliation platform ensure
these features by providing a monthly summary
report to reconcile with vendor books. DimeTyd
focuses on automating the billing process,
streamlining shipping operations and saving
businesses money. By eliminating manual
reconciliation, vendors can better manage their
cash flow and make their money work for them.

Transparent Accounting in E-commerce
DimeTyd’s complete platform requires no up-front
cost, employs automation, and helps resolve costly
overbillings and deductions. The 100% automated,
logic-based solution, with a complete life-cycle
from start to finish, allows vendors to achieve seam-

on automating the
billing process,
streamlining shipping

less recuperation of up to 93% of profit leakage.

operations and saving

DimeTyd conducts an audit of lost revenues

businesses money.

dating back up to five years and processes millions
of data points to recoup funds. It conducts and
analyzes monthly auditing at scale to catch
anomalies regularly. Once audited and reconciled,
DimeTyd implements course corrections on
recurring issues, enabling vendors to maximize all
future profitability.
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DimeTyd focuses

Case Studies
EarthLite is a leading provider of wellness, spa
and medical equipment. The company had been
experiencing limited visibility into Amazon’s
processes. The large volume of data resulted in
EarthLite being overbilled by Amazon. It lacked
automation and internal resources to analyze,
audit, and reconcile deductions at a P.O. and line
item level. It also did not have a cash application
to maintain transparency on transactions.
Earthlite turned to DimeTyd for assistance in
analyzing hundreds of thousands of rows of data
to find overbillings and deductions. The results
enabled EarthLite to recover more than $250,000
in Amazon overbillings and deductions.
“Amazon vendors face wave after wave of
complexities doing business on the marketplace.
DimeTyd’s Cash Application and Reconciliation
helped us simplify online business finances and
save countless manhours,” said Jennifer Greune,
director of e-commerce at EarthLite. “DimeTyd
found problems we did not know existed; they
saved us money and are now part of our permanent
billing processes.”

DimeTyd’s Cash
Application and
Reconciliation helped
us simplify online
business finances
and save countless
manhours.”
— Jennifer Greune
Director of Digital Marketing
and eCommerce
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